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unless you are attacked yourself; defend your country; be not dis-
agreeable to servants nor be familiar with them; conceal the faults of
your neighbors because that may happen to you yourself.
Certainly he was a very fluent young politician.
Girls, on the whole, appear to excel boys in early language
development.    They have a larger vocabulary; they begin
to use longer and more complex sentences earlier than boys;
they ask more questions about names and places and social
k rules. ^xa^iuljTa of two, but not consistently thereafter,
motivation is primari0 make fewer grammatical errors than
idle and the answers f smaller percentage of speech disorders.
The most common e*e language superiority of girls is not
versations of preschool cleveral rePorts show that boYs exceed
tial word and errors in th vocabulary after the age of six or
give a great deal of troubl
more consistent in his rulesoevelopment
language is.   He tends to mak,sight> intellect> and ^ intelligence
form their past tenses and plur^ sovereign waters is at the world's
old saw the wind pick up a pid a child's cradle reside.   We can
it away.    'Tlied away," said he. a™0*' k seems> increase our own
unwarranted generalization.   Joan,
was bought a doll buggy.   When it ,e quotation suggests, im_
See, Joan, it's your birthday/'   In a a structure.   The quality
"I want to wash my birthday," and b,mechanism of response
onf:e'	.    .	More specific aspects
Language ability is.required to pass thu, to remember, and
vision of the Binet Test at the three-, foi,g particular prob-
levels.17 Three-year-olds are expected to nai
pictures of common objects shown to them; in's ideas of the
commands; to talk about a picture shown to thc-reasing ability
questions involving a simple cause and effect id acts, ante-
In addition to these items which are preclomuvult to study
cerned with language ability the entire test rcquirw exist in
prehension of spoken words. ,• The same types of Hegrees o*
isMadorah E. Smith, "Grammatical Errors in the Speech of imeanil
Children/' Child Development, IV (June, 1933), 183*190.
n Lewis M. Terman and Maud A. Merrill, Measuring
80-94,   Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1937.

